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The Clarke Variations
Introduction
There are two essential books that just about every trumpet player has
studied; Arban’s Conservatory Method and Clarke’s Technical Studies. The Arban
is fondly referred to as “the trumpet player’s bible”. If that is the case, then the
Clarke should be “the new testament”. I consider Herbert L. Clarke to be the
“George Washington” of trumpet, as he was the one of the first Americans to
achieve greatness as a performer on the cornet. He was also one of the first notable
pedagogues and taught such greats as Rafael Mendez and Claude Gordon, who was
my teacher. I am fond of telling my students that they are the great-grandchildren of
H. L. Clarke, one of our country’s first great virtuosos.
The impetus for this set of variations is based on the idea of an “Expanding
Scale” or “Expanding Range”. Each set will start with a small range of notes covering
an interval such as a 5th and will expand over the course of the study to the whole
range of the trumpet. The idea is to imagine you are “holding one note” and let your
fingers do the rest. This concept is, of course, metaphorical but if employed will
greatly enhance your technique and efficiency.
This is a progressive course, so it is recommended that you practice the
studies in the order they are presented. Make note of the intervals in each study.
Study 1 is all chromatic, so it is easier to transition from one note to another. The
second group is based on Clarke Study 5 and is all diatonic. The third group is
based on Clarke Study 2 which is diatonic with some thirds. The fourth group is
based on Clarke Study 3 which is arpeggios. So with each group the intervals get a
little more challenging. I’ve also included more chromatic work based on Studies 7
& 8.
The studies also start in the middle register and then work upward, leaving the
lower register for the end. This is a great way to develop a sure setting for the entire
range of the horn.

General considerations
1. You should have familiarity with the original Clarke Technical Studies. The
Variations are not a replacement for the original, but rather a supplement.
2. Imagine that each exercise is “one long note” similar to flow studies. Try holding
the first note of #1 (G) and imagine you are fingering the rest or lightly finger on
your leadpipe. Keep the air “on” the whole time. There should be a feeling of
movement to the air as if it is going forward all the time.

3. Practice at an even dynamic. The original Clarke had one initial dynamic – pp,
followed by what I call “trumpet dynamics” which are crescendo as you ascend and
decrescendo as you descend. It is OK to add some gas as you ascend at first, but be
conscious of it. By playing at a consistent of mp – mf, you will develop the discipline
and technique necessary to play the entire range of the horn at any dynamic.
4. Take notice of excess movement. There is no such thing as no movement in
trumpet playing. However, one of the secrets to playing over the entire range of the
horn with one embouchure setting is to limit excess movement. This is most notable
with the jaw. If you notice an excess of jaw movement (sometimes called “pivoting”)
while playing the early exercises, try to limit it and see what happens. You may notice
that you have developed a habit of “over-pivoting” which is quite common.
5. Use a metronome. Find a tempo you can play the exercise comfortably and start a
notch or two below that. Write your tempos in the margin and try to notch up every
day or when you feel comfortable.
6. Don’t use a metronome. If you are using a metronome give yourself one day per
week off the click. Also all these exercises can be played slowly while gradually
accelerating to your top tempo.
7. Play with a beautiful, open sound. Pretty general trumpet advice but often
overlooked when practicing technical studies. After all, they’re just scales, right?
WRONG!! It’s all music, all the time.
8. Strive for smoothness and great connectivity. More general advice. Brass
instruments and players have breaks between certain notes on the horn, most
notably ascending from an open or first position note. For example there is a break
between C and D on trumpet. These exercises can help you identify your breaks and
by following the concept of “holding one note” can smooth them out. Listen to a
clarinetist play the exercises and try to emulate their smoothness.
9. Play each exercise in one breath. Every exercise in this book can be played in one
breath. It may be difficult at first but that is our goal. This is not just for breath
control, it develops the discipline necessary to play the entire range with one setting.
10. Follow the instructions and play in order.
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Clarke Study II
Fun With Fingerings
The following are some fun and helpful fingering exercises that Clarke taught his student
Claude Gordon, who taught them to me. I have added some of my ideas as well.

#192 1. Play with all E & A fingered 12.
2. Play all E & A with the 3rd valve. Note you do not use the 2nd valve.
3. Hold down the 2nd valve and play with all E & A fingered 3.
The result will be the key of E.
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#193 1. Play with all E & A fingered 12.
2. Play all E & A with the 3rd valve. Note you do not use the 1st valve.
3. Hold down the 1st valve and play with all E & A fingered 3.
The result will be the key of D with some very odd fingerings.
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#194 1. Play with all As fingered 12. Note you do not use the 3rd valve.
2. Hold down the 3rd valve and play with all As fingered 12.
The result will be the key of E with some very odd fingerings, different than #192.
3. Play with all As fingered 3.
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#195 1. Play as written. Note you do not use the 3rd valve.
2. Hold down the 3rd valve and play with all As fingered 12.
The result will be the key of G with some very odd fingerings.
3. Do the same in the keys of B and C.
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